Unforgettable group experiences

The Stockhorn is an ideal excursion destination for a half- or whole-day excursion for
clubs, associations, schools and companies. A wide range of outdoor team activities
and experiences like hiking, rock climbing and fishing are on offer to groups. The
geology and "Habitat on the Stockhorn" adventure trail are both interesting and
fascinating for groups of school pupils.

Contact:
Stockhornbahn AG
+41 (0)33 681 21 81
gruppen@stockhorn.ch
InCave GmbH
+41 (0)76 338 10 62
info@incave.ch
incave.ch/
Gebr. B. + A. Tschabold und R. Wüthrich
+41 (0)79 754 30 24

There are suitable activities for every type of
excursion. The Stockhorn region leaves no wishes
unfulfilled and offers many kinds of group
experiences and perfect programmes of supporting
activities for your half- or whole-day excursion.
A culinary treat for lunch or dinner in the modern
Stockhorn Panorama Restaurant at 2139 metres a.s.l.
or in our rustic Restaurant Chrindi at the middle
station at 1637 metres a.s.l. will serve to round off a
pleasant day spent together as a group.

Geology and "Habitat on the Stockhorn"
adventure trail
The geology and well as the habitats on the
Stockhorn are of great interest and very instructive
for groups of school pupils.
The rock gallery leading to the panoramic platform
contains information panels that explain the
formation of the Stockhorn and the nature of the
rocks found here. The view from the platform
provides a magnificent unimpaired view of Thun,
Lake Thun, the Aare and Gürbe valley, the Swiss
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central plateau through to the Jura and, on clear days,
right to the southern Black Forest.

trail as well as the flora on the Stockhorn are also
available.

Various information panels positioned along the
adventure trail serve to explain in an entertaining
manner the interrelationships between man and
nature in changing habitats.

Cableway tour

Various guides covering the geology of the
Stockhorn, the "Habitat on the Stockhorn" adventure

The option of an approx. 45-minute plant tour of
the cableway at the Chrindi middle station exists for
groups with a respective technical interest. We kindly
ask interested parties to book in advance.
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